Physicians Leading the Way

June 10, 2015
Pacific Palms Resort

- DESCRIBE the Art and the Science of Medicine to Improve Quality
- SUPPORT Current Physician Champions in Leadership
- SUPPORT Physician Leaders to Engage their Peers in Organizational Patient Safety
- IMPLEMENT Inter-Professional Team Building Strategies

EARN CONTINUING EDUCATION
This program is designed to meet the educational needs of Physicians, Nurse Practitioners, Nurses, Case Managers, and others. Complete attendance of this conference qualifies for: 5 CME, 5 ACHE, and 5 BRN credit hours.

LOCATION
Pacific Palms Resort & Conference Ctr.
One Industry Hills Parkway
City of Industry | CA, 91744

CONTACT
ddiaz@hasc.org | (213) 538-0732

08:00 - 09:00 Registration & Continental Breakfast
09:00 - 09:10 Welcome/Objectives/PSF 2015
  JULIA SLININGER, RN, BS, CPHQ, VP OF QUALITY & PATIENT SAFETY, HASC/HQI
09:10 - 09:40 Don’t Shoot the Messenger: Being an MD Champion for HAI Prevention
  PHILIP ROBINSON, MD, HOAG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL PRESBYTERIAN
09:40 - 10:10 The Art and Science of Medicine Meets Quality Improvement
  ELLIOTT MAIN, MD, MEDICAL DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA MATERNAL QUALITY CARE COLLABORATIVE (CMQCC)
10:10 - 10:30 Break
10:30 - 11:15 Quo Vadis, Physician?
  BALA CHANDRASEKHAR, CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER, METHODIST HOSPITAL OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
11:15 - 12:15 Roadmap to Becoming an Effective Physician Leader
  PANEL DISCUSSION WITH PHYSICIAN GRADUATES FROM THE 2014-2015 PHYSICIAN LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
  MODERATOR: DAVID PERROTT, MD, DDS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER, CHA
12:15 - 01:00 Lunch & Networking
01:00 - 01:45 What does Teamwork look like in the OR? What does it sound like?
  MARK COMUNALE, MD, CHIEF OF ANESTHESIA, ARROWHEAD REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
01:45 - 02:15 Making a Difference Together: Anthem’s Current Collaborative Initiatives in California
  JACOB ASHER, M.D., CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER, ANTHEM BLUE CROSS OF CALIFORNIA
02:15 - 03:15 Physicians Leading the Way
  SUSAN MURPHY, Ph.D., AUTHOR, PROFESSOR, CONSULTANT
  JULIA SLININGER, RN, BS, CPHQ

WWW.HASC.ORG/SOUTHERN-CALIFORNIA-PATIENT-SAFETY-FIRST-COLLABORATIVE

CME Credit: This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of The Doctors Company and Hospital Association of Southern California. The Doctors Company is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing education for physicians.

ACHE Credit: The Hospital Association of Southern California is authorized to award 5 hours of pre-approved ACHE Qualified Education credit (non-ACHE) for this program toward advancement, or recertification in the American College of Healthcare Executives. Participants in this program wishing to have the continuing education hours applied toward ACHE Qualified Education credit should indicate their attendance when submitting application to the American College of Healthcare Executives for advancement or recertification.

BRN Credit: HASC is approved by the California Board of Registered Nursing. CEP #970 for 5 contact hours